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100mm Partition Wall

Lightweight aggregate sandwich concrete room partitions are ideal for the construction of wall in all types of buildings being quick to install, robust and excellent insulation, especially for office, living rooms, warehouse and classrooms.

Lightweight aggregate sandwich concrete room partitions can also be used as blockwork replacement in most general purpose buildings, to form security walls or internal partitions; offices, chemical stores and workshops.

Lightweight aggregate sandwich concrete room partitions are precast sandwich concrete panels with a tongue and groove joint allowing the units to fit together in combination to give wide range of standard overall wall heights.

Common size: 2270mm * 610mm * 100mm;
Weight: 90kg per piece;
Layer material: Calcium silicate boards, 5mm thickness;
Solid core material: expanded polystyrene foam, concrete;

www.lightweight-wall.com
Lightweight aggregate sandwich concrete room partitions provide excellent sound insulation, waterproof, fireproof and thermal insulation for buildings. Its purpose is to isolate office workers and managers from the sights and noises of an open workspace so that they may concentrate with fewer distractions.